We present a novel way to formulate database dependencies as sentences of first-order logic. using equational statements instead of Horn clauses.
Introduction
In order to deal formally with the problems of logical database design and data processing, database theory mod& data as sea of tables (relarions).
These relations arc required to satisfy integrity constraints (dependencies), which intend to capture the semantics of a particular application. Various kinds of dependencies have been proposed in the literature (see [2S,ll] for reviews of the area). For example, afincriorlal dependency (FD) is a formal statement of the form EMPLOYEE+SALARY. which intuitively states that every employee has a unique salary. An inclusion dependency (IND) is a staremcnt of the form MANAGERQMPLOYEE, which intuitively states that every manager is an employee (the more general IND
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A most general formulation of dcpendencics as sentences in first order logic (namely Horn clauses) was given in 1111. To handle the central comoutational problem of depcndcncy in@cafion a particular proof procedure was devclopcd, tie charr (src [25] for its wide applicability).
Proof procedures for gcncral data dcpcndcncies also appear in [26, 2, 3] .The chase was seen to be a special cast of a classical thcorcm proving technique, namely resolution 12.3).
Alternative methods for theorem proving have been developed in the context of equorionol heories. This is a fragment of first order logic which has attracted a lot of attention because of its wide applicability in areas such as applicative languages, iriterpreters. bnd data types. See 114) for a survey of the area.
Given the formulation of database constraints as first order sentences, one would expect dabbase theory to have been influenced by the developments in equational theories. However, not only did this never happen, but a constant effort has been made to minimize the role of equality in data dependencies (wlrivalued deprnderrcic?r, the most widely studied after FD's, do not involve equality). This is even more impressive in view of the fact that the best algorithm for loJslrJsnm 01 joins a basic computational problem, was dcrivcd from an effcicnt algorithm for congncence closure [lo] . and the best algorithm for implication of I-Us [l] can be seen directly as a special case of an algorithm of 118) for the generulorprobletn inflnirely presented a&$ebrus. This paper is a first attempt to rectify this situation. We demonstrate that there is a close connection between depcndcncics and equational statements. This strongly suggests the possibility of using the tools of equational rheories to handle implication of dependencies. We explain our transformation of IND and FD implication into equational implication in Section 3 (Theorem 1). This transformation vastly simplifies arguments about provability of dependencies (compared to arguments using the chase), and enables us to prove a number of results on implication problems For FD's and JND's.
We illustrate our basic approach with an example: An FD A-tB is transformed into a string equation jr=b. and an JND CDCAB Js transformed into the equations ai=c, bi=d Now we can easily infer the equation fi=& fe=fii= bi=d. This corresponds to inferring the FD C+D. In general, proofs in equational theories have a clean combinatorial structure, due to the existence ofa simple, intuitive proofsystem [4] . 4. An exponential lower bound for acyclic IND and FD implication. This considerably improves the NP-hardness lower bounds in [9] ('Theorem 4, Section 4). 5. Completeness of a proof procedure for CFD implication from a set of CFD's and typed IND's. This gcneralizcs the result in [9] and shows that the problem is decidable for acyclic CFJX (Theorem 5, Section 5). 6. implication of unary FJYs in the presence of pairwise consistency is undecidable. The proof uses a variant of the scmidecision procedure From Theorem 5 and a rather involved reduction from the word problem for semigroups (Theorem 6, Section 5).
For finite implication we cannot USC the Full power of our equational technique. However, we can show: 7. The implication problem for acyclic FDs in the presence of pairwise consistency is finitely controllable (and thus our transformation is also meaningful in the finite case). This does not follow From Theorem 5; an cntircly different proof technique has to be developed (Theorem 7, Section A submn of r is a substring of r, which is also a term. Let V = (x.x~,x~...} be a set of variables. Then the set of terms over operators 0 and generators GUV will be denoted by e(M). For terms rl,,..,rk in "rc(M) we can define the substitution v=( (xi++> 1 l<i<k } to be a An equaliotl e iS a string Of the form T=T,' Where r,?'are in S+(M). We USC the symbol E for a set of equations. We will bc dealing with models for sets of equations, i.e., algebras. We consider each equation e as a sentence of first-order predicate calculus (with cqualitg). whcrc all the variables from V arc un.iversally qumrijied.
Definition: An algebra A=(A.F) is a pair, where A is a noncmpty set and Fa set of functions. Each/in Fis a function from A" to A, for time n L I which we call the fypev).
Examples: (a) A sernigroup (A,{ + ]) is an algebra witb one associative binary operator, i.e., for all x,y,z in A (x t y)+z=x t (y t 2). An example of a semigroup is the algebra of the set of functions from N to X together with the composition operation. In semigroups we USC ab instead of a+b and w.l.0.g. omit parentheses. Database Notation: We use a graph notation to represent an input database scheme D and set of dcpendencics 1: (inpur &emu). We construct a labeled directed graph G, (see Figure I ), which has exactly one node ati for each attribute Ai of each rel.ation scheme R,. @i/e i~,&z~ion). but the converse is not always ~uc. Deciding implication of dependencies is a central problem in database Theory. Since dependencies are sentences in first-order predicate calculus with equality, we have proofprocedures For the implication problem (we denote proofs as Xl-o). A proof procedure is sound if rwhen Xt-u then ZCa; and complete if it is sound and when ZCu then Xl-u, (similarly for finite implication). The standard complete proof procedure for database dependencies is the chase. 'Ibe appropriate chase rules for our analysis are described in [15] .
Database Constraiuts as Equations
Let Z be a set of CFD's and IND's over a database scheme D and u a CFD or IND. We will vansform P into two sezs of equations E, and 6, We will show that Zl=so iff E,CE, iff S,CS,, for some sc(s of equations E,.S, whose form depends on ): and u. We assume that D only contains one relation scheme: this simplifies notation, and rhcre is r,o loss of generality. and thus obtain lower bounds on the complexity of the implication problem for IND's and CFD's.
., xn) is the interprctadon of t&J in Jib (this is a function from (W-Q%)" to &+A). It is straightforward to check that equations 3).4) hold ln A(&), because J% is a mode1 for E, Also equations 5) hold in A(A): For example. if n= 1 the interpretation of f(i(h)) in A(n) is J(h(i(x)), which is also the interpretation of i(F(h)) (h is
We frrst describe our machine model: A derenninisric rwo-sruck machine M is a S-tuple (Q,n,q,.h,J), where Q is a finite set of slates, n is a finite set of symbols (Qn ll = 0). q,EQ is the srarr stare, hEQ is the huh me, and 6 is the laonsirion funcrion. Each move of M falls into one of the following two types: Let H, be the mixed grirph obtained from Z as described above. b Rcpcatcdly apply NkS 'l'(rruusihi/~~), E,-; (quo/i/y), I,, (iutroduc/ion) (see Figure 4b ) on H,. in some arbitrary fixed order, until no more NkS are applicable. AS was the case with Rules 1.2 in Theorem 2, the introduction rules need only be applied once for each left-hand side configuration, Let H=(N,,A,,G) be the mixed graph obtained this way (NH is a set of nodes, AH is a set of labeled directed arcs on NH, and G is a set of the set of nodes PACAS1* is the set of all parhs in F, which start at A (denoted as sequences of nodes); the set ofarcs is ((pX,pXY) 1 pEu*, pXEP,, X-+YEZ}.
Let P= UAfcuP,; define E to be the smallest set of undircctcd arcs on P which contains <p,p> for all pEP and <XY.y> for all X-tYEZ, and is closed under the following rules: It is not difficult to see that the structure defined above is essentially a succinc: reprlescntation of the graph H of Theorem 5, and thus it captures implication of u-FD's:
Lemma 4: PC(D)ULt=X+Y iff <p.Y>EE for some pCPK I Example: In the case depicted in Figure 5 . PC(D)UZCA+B.
Theorem 6: The problem of u.FD implication in the presence of pahwise consistency is undecidable.
Proof: Omitted. See [8] . I
Equational Theories and Finite Implication
We now examine to what extent the tools we developed can handle jinifc implicarion of database constraints. Ideally. we would like to be able to replace i= by C,,, throughout Theorem 1. However. our proof does not work anymore: To be sure, the same arguments can show that (iii)* (ii) and ( 
